
 

 

 

  

 

 To pay for each monthly order under the ageLOC Me®   ARO Program, I authorize Nu Skin to establish an automatic credit card debit arrangement 

according to the credit card information I provided. 

Nu Skin will make no other charge to my designated payment account except those that I have authorized.

 I understand that products are sold at discounted price under the  ARO Program. In case of product refund pursuant to the refund policy 

under the Policies and Procedures, I agree that Nu Skin shall use discounted price as the purchase price to calculate the refund amount.

 If I return any products from a qualifying purchase, I agree that I must repurchase products in order to remain qualified.

 I agree that Nu Skin may (i) suspend or terminate the  ARO Program at any time and for any reason; and (ii) suspend or terminate my right 

to participate in the  ARO Program under this ARO Agreement if: (A) the credit card or bank authorization provided by me expires, is 

cancelled or otherwise terminated or cannot be used to pay Nu Skin for whatever reasons, (B) Nu Skin cancels my order of products which are not 

collected by me or cannot be shipped to me within 30 days from the Date of Purchase pursuant to paragraph I below, (C) I violate the terms and conditions 

of the ARO Agreement or the “Contract” (as defined in the ), or (D) Nu Skin International, Inc. terminates 

my distributorship.  Subject to the right of Nu Skin to recoup all amounts of product discount I received under paragraph K below, I may terminate this 

ARO Agreement upon 30 days’ prior written notice to Nu Skin.

 



 I understand that if I do not wish this ARO Agreement to be automatically renewed under the same terms and conditions at its expiry date, I must notify Nu 

Skin in writing thirty (30) days prior to the expiry date of this ARO Agreement, otherwise, I shall be deemed to agree to renew the ARO Agreement on the 

same terms and conditions of this ARO Agreement for eighteen (18) months, including but not limited to debiting my credit card every month in 

accordance with the above paragraph E of this ARO Agreement.

 I understand and agree that in the event that (i) I terminate this ARO Agreement before its expiry, or (ii) Nu Skin suspends or terminates my right to 

participate in the  ARO Program under this ARO Agreement pursuant to paragraph H above, Nu Skin may recoup all amounts of product 

discount I received under this ARO Agreement by debiting my distributor account or my credit card or otherwise.

 

 

 

 

 

 


